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Abstract: The embodiment of tools and experiential knowledge of materials gained
over time lies at the heart of both design and craft practices. However, empirical
studies combining the study of mind and body in relation to design and craft practice
is in its infancy. In the Handling Mind project, we conducted psychophysiological
experiments in order to illuminate the relationships between making and feeling,
handling creative situations and the embodied mind in thirty participants, both
students and professionals representing expertise in various design fields, working
with visual (drawing) or material (forming clay) tasks of 1) copying, 2) creating novel
designs, or 3) freely improvising. Our findings highlight both the importance of the
embodiment with respect to the material and the different physiological states
observed in tasks differing in requirements related to following orders or creativity.
We conclude that the embodied activities are both supported and altered by bodily
and mental processes.
Keywords: Design research, Neuroscience, Forming, Drawing

Introduction
Research on design cognition can benefit from methods from cognitive neuroscience
(Seitamaa-Hakkarainen et al. 2014). There is extensive neuroscientific research related to
embodiment and motor activities, and these studies have analysed how motor processes are
connected to cognitive functions. In a previous article (Seitamaa-Hakkarainen et al. 2014),
we have described the possibilities and challenges of utilising neuroscientific research
methods when studying design and making processes. This present study addresses
relations between reproduction and innovation. In this paper, we report our results from the
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-Non Commercial 4.0
International License.
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psychophysiological experiments that analysed how designers handle different creative
situations and how materials affect their embodied processes. We are particularly interested
in how drawing and forming clay differ when carrying out tasks involving copying, creating
novel designs or free improvisation.
The present study relies on the multidisciplinary research project ‘Handling Mind:
Embodiment, Creativity and Design’, which is one of 12 projects in the Human Mind research
call given by the Academy of Finland. The project is conducted by a research consortium that
includes Aalto University, the University of Helsinki, and the Finnish Institute of Occupational
Health. This multidisciplinary research project aims to provide a bridge between the areas of
neuroscience, psychology, design and educational research that are concerned with
embodied activities, social creativity and the expanded nature of the human mind. Through
four interlinked study tracks, we examine how participation in creative activities associated
with crafts and design affects the participants’ socio-emotional experiences and the nature
of the associated embodied knowing, with a focus on the interaction between mind, body
and materials.
Designing and making are multimodal processes that require complex problem-solving
processes as well as hand, mind and eye co-ordination. They are based on the extensive use
of various embodied senses, tactual, and sensor-motoric operations. Studies indicate that
practitioners’ senses never operate on their own, but are always interrelated with one
another (Gallace & Spence 2008). Using a variety of neurophysiological and neuroimaging
methods, the neural mechanisms involved in perception or observation of motor activities
have been intensely studied for two decades (for a review, see Rizzolatti & Craighero 2004).
These studies have revealed activation of the sensor motor areas of the brain as a response
stimulus of seeing other people working (Borghia & Cimattic 2010) or seeing hand-held tools
(Witt et al. 2010). However, empirical studies that combine the study of mind and body in
relation to design and craft practice are still extremely rare. Including the measurement of
different physiological signals such as electrocardiogram, skin conductance, movement or
brain activations in experimental setups hold great promise for a deeper understanding of
these embodied actions.
Only recently, some neuroscientific studies have been published that analyse the effects of
drawing on alpha activity (Belkofer et al. 2014) and compare brain activity during drawing
and sculpting (Kurk et al. 2014). These studies used EEG to examine the brainwave frequency
patterns of participants engaging in art-making. In general, non-event-locked physiological
and brain activity is represented in patterns of specific activity related to cognitive processes
and in response to any stimuli present in the environment. Theta waves are shown to be
related to imaginative states and creative processes. Alpha waves are revealed in relaxed
and normal conscious awareness, and beta waves are expressed during active thought and
alert states. Gamma waves are correlated with cross-modal stimulus integration, synthesis,
and information-rich processing (Luck 2005).
A previous study by Kurk et al. (2014) revealed that both clay forming and drawing increased
gamma power in the right medial parietal lobe compared to general movement. Further,
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clay forming decreased right medial frontal gamma power and elevated theta power. Also,
the study by Belkofer et al. (2014) indicated that alpha rhythm may play an important role in
drawing. In other words, drawing and forming clay appear to be information-rich activities
requiring simultaneous cognitive processing; however, drawing may provide a more relaxed
state.
The role of human creativity is a pivotal aspect in studies of designing. In the present study,
we were interested in creating an experimental setting suited both for psychophysiological
and neuroscientific measuring and with which we can compare how designers deal with
differently framed tasks. In addition to comparing distinct tasks, we focus especially on the
differences between the materials provided. Defining the role of the provided materials for
mental functions is clarified when we proceed to the next phase of our research setting and
conduct neuroscientific measurements. In the current paper, we focus only on the
psychophysiological measurements.

1.1 Embodied making
The mind has traditionally been researched separately from the body (Lakoff & Johnson
1999, 4). However, it has now become generally accepted that the mind is highly affected by
the actions and experiences of the body, and vice versa (Hari & Kujala 2009). Cognitive,
sensory motor, emotional and social aspects are all included when creating something new
with the hands.
The theory on embodied cognition (Merleau-Ponty 1962/2010; Varela et al. 1991; Noë 2004,
2009; Lakoff & Johnson 1999; Johnson 1987, 2007) includes the perceiving body in sense
making and claims that human cognition is dependent upon its interaction with its
environment, thus pointing at action and perception as keys in knowledge formation.
Furthermore, studies in neuroscience have revealed that not only is the body relevant in
making sense of the world, but it also affects our emotions and consequently our decisionmaking processes (Damasio 1994, 1999). Embodied cognition theory is also beginning to
change the way research paradigms are constructed in cognitive science, taking into account
the full organism-environment system and the situated and embodied nature of human
cognition (Hari & Kujala 2009, 1).
It has become relevant to address issues of the embodied mind in design studies, too, as
design action and design cognition become closely linked through enactive thinking (Varela
et al. 1991). Drawing as a thinking tool for designers has been rigorously studied (Goel 1995;
Seitamaa-Hakkarainen & Hakkarainen 2004; Cain 2010; Kantrowitz et al. 2011), and
particularly the field of interaction design and human computer interaction has taken on the
philosophical strand of embodied cognition (Dourish 2001; Hornecker & Buur 2006;
Hornecker 2005; Höök 2010; Trotto & Hummels 2013; Hummels & Van Dijk 2015). However,
relatively few have touched this issue within general design or craft research (for examples,
see Poulsen & Thorgensen 2010; Rompay & Ludden 2013; Patel 2008). In learning a craft
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skill, the embodiment of tools and methods and the experiential knowledge of materials
gained over time are pivotal and lies at the heart of both design and craft practices.
The aim of the present study was to research embodiment via measuring physiological
reactions during design processes while drawing and forming clay. By using heart rate
variability (HRV) derived signals during the entire experiment, we expected to track not only
the participant’s physiology, but also related mental states such as vigilance, attention span,
the stress experienced and state of flow. Heart rate variability parameters are good
indicators of the balance between the conscious central nervous system activities and the
sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous system activations including the demands of
physical activity (Veltman & Gaillard 1998).
Increased mental stress leads to the activation of the sympathetic nervous system and an
almost simultaneous withdrawal of the parasympathetic nervous system. Several time- and
frequency-domain parameters reflect these activities in detail (see Results). Previous studies
(Cinaz et al. 2010) have shown that several HRV parameters are good measures to track the
interaction between cognitive and physiological processes. The underlying hypothesis in
such studies is that the cardiac activity shows detailed reactions to any mental or physical
activity, consequently also during the creative process.
The hypothesis is linked to the controversial discourse around the theories proposing that
the way one thinks and feels is strongly influenced by feedback from the body. In our
research, we follow the study line by Dunn et al. (2010), who showed in their recent study
that cognitive-affective processing relates significantly to bodily responses. During the study,
they showed affective images and recorded the participants’ heart rate (HR) to measure
what their bodily response to the images was. In their study, Herbert et al. (2010) applied
the same method. As they point out, cardiac activity is closely related to emotional
experience and the sensitivity of cardiac signals can easily be measured.
The specific research question for our study is: How do drawing and forming clay differ in
tasks of copying, creating novel design or free improvisation with respect to different
timings in creating physical and mental stress, frustration, or flow? This is the first
experiment in which the effects of materials (especially important for the embodiment
experience) are combined with the effects of the mental requirements of different creative
tasks (copying, design, improvisation), and it lays a basis for future investigations in this field.

Methods
Thirty participants, both students and professionals, representing expertise in various design
fields participated in our study. They performed different drawing and clay forming tasks
while wearing portable sensors (Faros, Mega Electronics, Finland) capable of recording the
full electrocardiogram and accelerometers (Actigraph, GENEActiv, Finland) on their both
wrists for hand movement detection (see Figure 1). All the measurements were conducted
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over the period November 2014 to March 2015 at the Aalto University, School of Art, Design
and Architecture. The study had the ethical approval of the Institute of Behavioural Sciences
of the University of Helsinki.
The study was a 2x3x2 protocol with 2 different materials, 3 different tasks and 2 different
timings, see details below and in Figure 2.

Figure 1. Participant wearing the measurement devices: Faros cardiac signal recording on the chest
and Actigraph accelerometers on the wrists. Photo by Camilla Groth.

Figure 2. Experimental setting of the study. Panel A shows the timing of one task in the fast and slow
blocks, panel B shows the replications of tasks in the fast and slow blocks, and panel C
shows the composition of both whole blocks. Figure by Marianne Leinikka.

In the study, each of the three design tasks were approached by both drawing with a pen on
paper and by forming clay. The three design tasks in the experiments were 1) a copying task
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– drawing a copy of a cup on paper or forming it from clay on the basis of a photograph of a
cup, 2) a design task – creating a new design for a cup by either drawing or forming, and 3) a
free improvisation task – a creative work on a self-chosen topic by drawing or forming clay
according to personal ideas or imagination.
The tasks of the study were executed with two different timing setups: fast and slow blocks,
meaning that participants had either a short or a longer time to perform the required tasks
during that particular block. Both fast and slow blocks were performed using both drawing
and clay forming modalities and comprised each of the three tasks: copying, designing and
improvising. Thus, each participant performed four blocks: fast and slow drawing blocks as
well as fast and slow clay-forming blocks.
The participants executed the tasks according to the timing and instructions presented on a
computer screen. Prior to actual drawing or forming clay task, the participants were first
shown a 5-second-long instruction on the upcoming task (i.e. “Next task is …”). Thereafter,
the participants had 5 seconds to look at a picture of the cup (see Figure 3) and 10 seconds
of an empty screen with a fixation cross to plan their work without moving. Finally, the
actual drawing or clay forming started. In the fast block, the time available for drawing or
forming was restricted to 45 seconds, whereas in the slow block, the time was 3 minutes.
Therefore, in the fast block, one task (copy, design or improvise) lasted 65 seconds in total
and in the slow block, 200 seconds, respectively. In all three tasks (copy, design and
improvise), the participants were shown a picture of a cup as a stimulus, even though in the
free improvisation task, the creative process was not limited in any way to the production of
a cup.

Figure 3. The cups presented as stimuli in the study. Photo by Marianne Leinikka. Cups made by
Camilla Groth.

In both the clay forming and drawing modalities, the fast block consisted of 30 separate
tasks following each other in a forced-paced manner. In order to have a sufficient duration
of physiological data, each task was repeated five times in a row, and these sets of five were
repeated twice. Therefore, each of the three different tasks was repeated ten times in the
fast block. In the slow block, there were 12 separate tasks, and each task was repeated
twice, thus yielding four presentation times for each of the three tasks. The order of each
block and each task was randomised across the participants to minimise the effects of
novelty (first blocks) and fatigue (towards the last blocks). At the beginning of the study, the
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participants had the opportunity to practise all three tasks, both drawing and forming clay,
and both timings. At the end of the study, each participant had made 84 pieces of design
(see Figures 4 and 5).

Figure 4: Newly made clay objects according to the mixed copying, designing and improvisation tasks.
Photo by Marianne Leinikka.

Figure 5: Shelves filling with clay objects, each of the 30 participants created 42 clay objects, resulting
in a total of 1260 clay objects. Photo by Camilla Groth.

The challenge involved in the designing of this experimental setting lies in combining a
design study with a study in which physiological signals are recorded. In traditional design
studies, the experimental protocols can be arranged according to the requirements of the
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design process, whereas when recording physiological signals, all kind of excess movements
or differences in timing are potential sources of noise for the data. Further, the fact that the
recommended minimum length for calculating frequency-domain HRV parameters from an
electrocardiogram is 5 minutes has to be taken into account (Task Force 1996). In order to
be able to compare the results from this study with our future EEG measurements, we
included a 10-second long planning window with a fixation cross in the research setting
between the task assignment and the actual execution of the design task. This will allow us
to determine the brain correlates of the mental process during the planning of different
tasks (copy, design, improvise) without the noise caused by the bodily movements during
the actual processes.
At the beginning of the experiment, the participants reported their own level of expertise in
drawing and clay forming on a scale of 0 to 100 and filled in the Profile of Mood
questionnaire (POMS) both at the beginning and at the end of the research. In addition to
the physiological recordings, the participants evaluated their subjective sleepiness using the
9-point questionnaire of the Karolinska Sleepiness Scale (Åkerstedt 1990) also and the task
load experienced using NASA-TLX (Hart & Staveland 1988) assessment tool five times during
the research: at the beginning of the research day, and once after each of the prior
described blocks. The experimental setting was followed by a stimulated recall interview
during which the interviewer watched the video privately with each of the participants. The
participants had the opportunity to reflect and comment on their work by probing certain
feelings, inspirations, disturbances and pressures. The interviewer noted their emotional
comments as well as remarks related to the work itself. The stimulated recall session was
also video recorded for subsequent analysis. The results of the stimulated recall interviews
will be reported in detail in later publications.

Data analysis
The heart rate variability (HRV) analysis of the electrocardiogram signal was performed using
the Colibri software for R (version 3.2.2.; http://www.r-project.org/; R Core Team, 2015).
The data was analysed with a segment length of 300 s without using segment overlap.
Artefacts were detected using the modified method of Xu and Schuckers (Xu 2001) and
removed. From the HRV, the most common time-domain parameters, mean heart rate (HR),
standard deviation of RR intervals (SDNN), root mean square of the successive R-R
differences (RMSSD) and the portion of the successive, consecutive R-R differences which
differ by more than 50 ms (pNN50) were analysed. Further, we calculated in the frequencydomain the following parameters: the high frequency (HF) power, low frequency (LF) power,
their ratio LF/HF, and the power of a specific frequency band of 0.01-0.08, which was
recently shown to be more optimal for the analysis of electrocardiogram data in stress
studies (Henelius 2014). Below, we are reporting only the strongest effects observed in the
data.
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Results
Of the total of thirty participants, the data of one participant was omitted due to technical
difficulties. In addition, some of the data from two participants were omitted because of
poor quality. The age range of the remaining 29 participants was 23-55 years (mean 33.8; SD
8.6). Their self-reported level of drawing expertise on a scale of 0 to 100 was 83.2 (SD 21.9)
and for clay forming 59.0 (SD 35.7). The subjective sleepiness values (KSS-values) did not
change dramatically across the experiment (see Figure 6). The task load experienced (NASATLX values) during the course of the study, are presented in Figure 7, showing a clear rise in
mental effort and frustration across the experimental session. The general factors of POMS
mental states were not found to differ between the beginning and end of the experiment,
but the enthusiasm experienced decreased from 2.6 at the beginning of the experiment to
1.9 by the end of the experiment.

Figure 6. Karolinska sleepiness (KSS) values during the study. Scoring: 1 = extremely alert; 9 = very
sleepy, great effort to keep alert, fighting sleep.
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Figure 7. Task load experienced, NASA-TLX values during the study. A score of 100 represents high
Temporal, Physical, Mental, and general Effort, high Frustration, and good Performance.
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Figure 8. Mean HR, RMSSD and LF/HF ratio of the HRV signal with 95% confidence intervals presented
across all participants in the three design tasks (copy, design, improvisation) separately for
the fast and slow drawing and clay forming tasks.

When looking at the data from the mean HR values (see Figure 8, left column) across all
participants, we can observe effects that are indicative of mainly bodily efforts. The mean
HR, that is, the pulse in beats per minute across the 5-minute period, is a very sensitive
measure of any physical effort or even posture. A clear effect of the material can be
observed as a difference in physical activity according to the material: all tasks and all
timings in the clay forming show a higher mean HR than those in the drawing tasks. The
effect of the material (drawing vs. clay forming) is much stronger in the mean HR than any of
the other two factors (task: copying, design, improvise or timing: fast or slow). Nonetheless,
when separating the effects according to the fast and slow blocks, an interaction effect on
mean HR between the material and the timing is observed: The physical effort is more
pronounced in the fast blocks for the clay forming, but in the slow blocks in drawing. Indeed,
45 seconds to copy, design or improvise with clay seemed to be a very short time for the
participants compared to the 3 minutes in the slow set-up, making the physical effort higher
when the participants are trying to keep up with the required speed.
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The RMSSD of the cardiac signal measures the root mean square of the successive
differences of the R-R-intervals in a 5-minute window. More variation, in other words, higher
values of RMSSD, are indicative of a more relaxed mental state. In the RMSSD of the cardiac
signal, we can observe that in the fast drawing tasks, the RMSSD is on average 40, while in
the slow drawing and in the clay-forming tasks, it is around 35 (see Figure 8, middle panel).
This is indicative of less stress and frustration in the fast drawing tasks compared to all other
tasks, and especially in the design and improvisation tasks in fast drawing.
In the frequency-domain measures of the HRV signal, especially the LF/HF-ratio, the ratio
between the low and high frequency power in the cardiac signal, an estimate of the mental
efforts can be drawn. The low LF/HF-ratio indicating the highest amount of attentive effort
and smallest amount of free cognitive resources available was generally observed in the
slow tasks. Vice versa, the faster tasks seemed to yield higher values, even above 3.5, thus
indicating larger free cognitive resources. This was especially evident in the design tasks, but
even more strongly in the improvisation tasks for both materials (see Figure 8, right panel).
This finding was further supported by calculating the pNN50, which was the lowest for
copying, slightly higher for the design task and even higher for the improvisation task,
indicative of the smallest amount of free cognitive resources available in the copying task,
slightly more in the design task and the largest amount of free cognitive capacity available in
the improvisation task. This finding was supported by the interviews given by the
participants.
The above findings are evidence of differences between the two modalities, drawing and
clay forming, highlighting the higher physical effort required by the clay forming compared
to drawing – especially in the fast setup, which is exceptionally demanding. Interestingly,
these effects are also observed when comparing the three tasks, copying, designing and
improvising. The relevance of these findings for design and embodiment research is
discussed below.

Discussion
Our research assessed the interaction between the modality (drawing and clay forming) and
the task (copy, design and improvise) as well as the two timing setups (fast and slow). We
have found evidence for a higher physical effort in the clay forming task compared to the
drawing task in general. We also found evidence of higher physical effort in the fast timing
setups compared to the slow timing setups. These two effects did not interact with the task,
in other words, the same phenomenon concerning material as well as timing was observed
across all three tasks.
The physiological parameters reflecting mental effort and cognitive resources are somewhat
in parallel with the physical effort – higher effort in clay forming and especially fast clay
forming – but also show interesting additional phenomena related to the task types. Most
interestingly, the greatest amount of free mental resources was observed in the design and
improvisation tasks in fast drawing compared to any other task. It may be concluded that
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free improvisation, especially involving drawing fast, improvised works, seems to be the
most effective way of freeing mental resources. Similar benefits were also observed in fast,
improvised working with clay. These effects when performing fast drawing tasks were also
mentioned by the participants in the interviews, and we wish to direct our future analysis
toward finding more detailed parallels between the physiological and interview data.
In addition, we are also very interested in the central nervous system activity during the
copying, design and improvising tasks. There are several phenomena that could be observed
as differences between these types of tasks and with respect to the modality (drawing or
clay forming). A previous study by Kurk et al. (2014) revealed that both clay forming and
drawing increased EEG gamma power in the right medial parietal lobe compared to general
movement, and, further, that clay forming decreased right medial frontal gamma power and
elevated theta power. In addition, the study by Belkofer et al. (2014) indicated that alpha
rhythm may play an important role in drawing. In our future EEG study with the same
paradigm, we are planning to investigate similar phenomena in our participants.
To conclude, we investigated the effects of material (drawing or clay forming) and task
(copying, design and improvisation) from the point of view of both physical and mental
processes. We found the physiological measurements reflecting physical effort to be highly
correlated with both the material and the timing of the work. Namely, more physical effort
was required by the clay forming tasks compared to the drawing tasks, and more physical
effort was required when the task was performed more rapidly. These physical efforts did
not have an interaction with the tasks; the physical effort was similar across copying,
designing and improvisation.
We also found that the mental effort, while being partially connected to the physical effort,
showed interesting and important specific effects. In detail, the mental stress levels were
lowest for the designing and especially for the free improvisation tasks, particularly for
drawing. These findings will receive more detailed accounts in the next phase of the
research, when we will analyse the stimulated recall interviews that were conducted after
each experiment. In addition, these interviews will provide us with information on how the
participants experienced the mentally and physically demanding research setting. The
preliminary results from the interviews reveal that even if the participants – who were
professional designers – felt the experiment to be demanding, they also felt it to be
interesting and possibly also capable of revealing something about their own manner of
approaching design tasks as well as their thinking patterns when starting a creative work.
Design is a human process that involves the whole mind-body connective system. Research
on both the mental and bodily components in synchrony, that is, physiological
measurements of the bodily functions combined with interviews and questionnaires of the
mental components, are the only means to fully understand the complexities of design
actions. These first results presented in this paper pave the way for further studies. The
paradigm is well suited for EEG investigations, and our future studies will bring more
detailed information on these tasks at the cortical level.
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Future studies should be directed towards separating physical embodied effects (such as
that of the material) in crossover designs from more mental embodiments (such as tasks
with differing amounts of creativity or mental stress or effort). We believe that the
measurement of physiological signals from cardiac effects to EEG can highlight the
differences between the physical and mental characteristics in an embodied task such as
drawing or clay forming according to specifications given concerning copying, designing new
objects, and free improvisation with the material.
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